We thought about what all
the different parts of the
body were called and
where they are - Cree

We were making the blood
like it was pumping all
around the heart - Emma

We were tasting different
flavours of crisps. We
voted on our favourite and
least favourite - Amy

We used cubes to
measure the size
of our feet and our
hands - Jasmine

We made the skeletons do
the skeleton dance. We
cut them out and put pins
in – Junior

We drew pictures of the
different things we can do
with our hands - Kianna
I was wearing the body
suit. You could see the
bladder, the heart, the
lungs and lots of other
parts - Josh

We were looking at
people’s pictures of their
family. We were looking
to see if they looked like
each other - Emily

We watched a video and
we copied the skeleton’s
dance moves - Zane

We were learning about
when you eat something
where it goes. It goes into
your stomach, through
your stomach then out
your bottom into the toilet Seth

My favourite bit
of our topic was
making the
healthy dinner
plates - Cora

We looking through the
machine into our eyes to
see if there was anything
in them - Connor

We made our own healthy
dinner - Eva

We were drawing
pictures of good and
bad germs - Gregor

We were putting food
on the right bit on the
dinner plate. The
green bit is fruit and
vegetables - Carter

We were learning about the
bladder and we were seeing
how it works - Hannah

We listening to people’s
hearts through the
stethoscope - Mariel
We were learning how to
wash our hands. We sang a
song - Jack

We learned
about the 5
senses. Seeing,
hearing,
smelling,
touching and
tasting - Mollie

We were making
lungs. We used
balloons, straws
and rubber bands
- Miren
We did Beat the
Street. It keeps
you fit - Lawson

I was looking at Millar’s
brain that he made - Liam

